2012 chevy sonic hatchback

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Sonic. Overview Most Popular.
LT 4dr Hatchback 1. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive Transmission
6-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 1. Power
Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes Power mirrors yes remote keyless power door locks
yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation compass yes external temperature display yes trip
computer yes tachometer yes low fuel level warning yes clock yes. Front Seat Dimensions
premium cloth yes Front head room Front leg room Rear Seat Dimensions Split-folding rear
seatback yes Rear head room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions
Front track Maximum cargo capacity Length Cargo capacity, all seats in place Height EPA
interior volume cu. Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the Sonic.
Suspension torsion beam rear suspension yes front independent suspension yes MacPherson
strut front suspension yes Stabilizer bar stabilizer bar yes. Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr.
Rust 6 yr. Roadside 5 yr. See Sonic Inventory. Sign Up. The Chevrolet Sonic replaces last year's
Aveo subcompact. The Sonic new sedan and five-door hatch were conceived by a global
General Motors team before being fine-tuned for local markets. Chevy is pitching it as the
Cruze's little brother. It also gets the Cruze's powertrain choices. The Sonic's base engine is a
horsepower 1. The optional engine, a smaller turbocharged 1. It features so-called
"motorcycle-inspired" interior and exterior design elements: large analog tachometer and large
center-mounted speedometer; and round headlights and taillights. Relative to the class, seats
are comfortable, the cabin is quiet, and ride is smooth. GM engineers say the Sonic's standard
alloy wheels helped them tune out much of the noise, harshness, and vibration. Both body
styles offer a decent amount of room for cargo and four adults. Chevy is marketing the Sonic to
young city dwellers who need lots of space in a small, easy to maneuver package that is fun to
drive. Body styles: Four-door hatchback, four-door sedan Engines: 1. The Sonic replaces the
unloved Aveo as Chevy's all-new subcompact sedan and hatchback. Two engine choices are
available. Both produce horsepower, but the optional, smaller turbocharged 1. The turbo engine
also gets better fuel economy. The Sonic comes with electronic power steering and StabiliTrak
electronic stability control standard. Satellite radio, USB, and Bluetooth are available. Remote
start, heated front seats and sunroof are also options. The Sonic is an attractive car, whether as
a sporty five-door hatchback or traditional four-door sedan. The hatchback's rear door handles
are hidden in the C-pillar. Its round headlights and taillights are said to be influenced by
motorcycle design cues. All hatchbacks come with a small rear spoiler. In the front, Chevrolet's
signature two-piece grille with chrome trim is highlighted. All wheels from the base inch wheel
on the LS to the inch wheel on the LTZ are alloy, which Chevy engineers say help reduce noise,
vibration and harshness. It also gives each model a more upscale look. The interior of the
Sonic--particularly its gauge cluster, is motorcycle-inspired. It has a large analog tachometer
left of center and a large centrally-mounted digital speedometer that gives it a sporty feel while
being easy to read. Two large cubbies book-end the center stack and radio and climate controls
are easy to use. Seats are comfortable and supportive and the LTZ's heated leatherette front
seats give it a premium feel. Rear seats fold flat opening the hatch from The sedan holds OnStar
is standard. Satellite radio, USB, and Bluetooth are optional. The Sonic has body roll through
the twisties but offers lots of grip. It averaged a respectable 0. Although the Sonic is heavier
than most of its competitors, the car's turbocharged engine produces enough torque to put it
near the top of its class in acceleration. The Sonic was able to reach 60 mph in 8. The Sonic is
equipped with 10 airbags standard: dual-stage air bags for the driver and the front passenger,
head curtain airbags, seat mounted side-impact airbags for front and rear passengers, knee air
bags driver and front passenger knee. Front disc brakes and rear drums work with an anti-lock
braking system to bring the Sonic to a stop from 60 mph in feet. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many
variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All
Specs. Chevrolet Sonic Expert Review motortrendauthor. Handling Power and acceleration Fuel
economy Stopping ability. Every reason we need to forget the Aveo. All Model Years With a
winning blend of power, comfort and fuel efficiency, the all-new Chevrolet Sonic is one of the
segment's top picks. For a long time, domestic cars were laggards in the small-car segment, but
these days, the picture is much different; homegrown models are at the forefront both in sales
and overall quality. The latest example of worthy local talent is the Chevrolet Sonic, a
subcompact that replaces the Aveo in Chevy's lineup. The name change was certainly in order,
since relative to the Aveo, the Sonic represents a quantum leap forward. Offered as both a
sedan and a four-door hatchback, this Chevy features an attractive cabin that's one of the most
livable in the subcompact segment. Compared to its rivals, the Sonic provides generous
in-cabin storage; every square inch of space is cleverly utilized, as is evidenced by that nifty,
unusually placed pair of bins located high on the center stack. There's ample head- and

shoulder room for front passengers, and the spacious second row keeps 6-footers comfortable
-- as long as there isn't another 6-footer in the front seat. Things get even more appealing when
you peek under the hood. The Sonic handles with engaging responsiveness and fuel economy
is competitive, with the turbocharged engine getting an estimated 40 mpg on the highway.
Perhaps most importantly for those who are downsizing from something larger, the Sonic feels
as if it's much bigger and more substantial from behind the wheel. The subcompact class isn't
exactly hard up for talent, and you'd be wise to take a close look at some of the Sonic's rivals.
The redesigned Hyundai Accent boasts refinement and superb mileage, while the Ford Fiesta
brings a composed ride and sporty handling. There's also the capable Honda Fit , which earns a
recommendation on the strength of its highly versatile interior. Still, the Sonic's blend of power,
comfort, safety and fuel efficiency is compelling enough to make this Chevy a top contender in
a very tough segment. The Chevrolet Sonic is a subcompact that's available as a sedan and a
four-door hatchback. LT models add the LS trim's optional six-speaker setup, along with heated
side mirrors, full power accessories and upgraded cloth upholstery. LT models equipped with
an automatic transmission get a remote vehicle starter system with this package. The LT trim is
also eligible for a Wheels and Foglamp package that includes inch wheels and foglamps. With
the top-of-the-line LTZ trim, you get the LT's standard features and the amenities in the
Connectivity Plus Cruise package, along with inch alloy wheels, foglamps, heated front seats,
leatherette premium vinyl upholstery and a leather-wrapped steering wheel. A sunroof is
available as an option. The standard engine on the Sonic is a 1. LT and LTZ models are available
with a turbocharged 1. A five-speed manual transmission is standard with the 1. A six-speed
automatic is optional on both. All Chevrolet Sonic models come standard with stability control,
antilock brakes front disc, rear drum , side curtain airbags, front knee airbags and side-impact
airbags for all outboard passengers front and rear. In government crash testing, the Sonic
received a perfect five stars for overall protection, overall frontal protection and overall side
protection. This is the strongest performance currently in the class. The Sonic was rated a "Top
Safety Pick" by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, receiving a top score of "Good" in
frontal-offset, side-impact and roof-strength crash tests. In Edmunds brake testing, a Sonic LTZ
stopped from 60 mph in feet, an average distance for this class of car. With the Chevrolet Sonic,
you get engaging handling that doesn't come at the expense of a comfortable ride. Ride quality
is firm enough to paint a realistic picture of the road, while at the same time being
accommodating enough to buffer undue harshness. The cabin is relatively quiet both on
surface streets and on the freeway, while the steering is one of its high points -- light in parking
lots but well-weighted and natural-feeling at speed. In total, the Sonic drives like a bigger, more
composed car than you would expect. Both of the Sonic's engines offer good performance for
this segment. The turbocharged 1. The fact that it returns better fuel economy than the regular
engine means you should definitely consider doling out the extra cash for this impressive little
engine. The Sonic's industrial-theme cabin is handsome to look at, with a thoroughly modern
feel. Materials quality is respectable, though there are some cheap-looking plastics in evidence.
Controls are logically clustered and clearly labeled, making it easy to find one's way around the
center stack. Factory-installed navigation isn't offered, but given the wide range of inexpensive
portable and handheld nav systems on the market, we don't see this omission being a problem
for most shoppers. The front row offers good shoulder and headroom, and rear passengers
benefit from legroom that's among the best in the segment. Luggage capacity on the Sonic
hatch is midpack, at 19 cubic feet; maximum cargo capacity is The sedan's trunk
accommodates 14 cubic feet of luggage, making it among the roomiest in this segment. With its
devilish smirk and in-your-face Burnt Orange paint job, this Chevrolet Sonic LTZ looks like a car
intent on stirring things up. It's fitting, since General Motors hopes the all-new Sonic which
replaces the forgettable Aveo in Chevy's lineup will rock 'em and sock 'em in a way that revises
the pecking order within the subcompact segment. Chevy has done this kind of thing before; its
compact Cruze came out of nowhere to become a worldwide sales darling. What's clear is that
the Sonic is armed for battle. Our test car's turbocharged 1. Handling is relatively keen and
responsive, and the car's comfortable cabin â€” with a stylish industrial motif and ample
storage opportunities â€” is both easy to look at and easy to live with. The ruling class in the
subcompact segment most certainly includes the refined Hyundai Accent , the versatile Honda
Fit and the tech-laden Ford Fiesta. Add the Chevrolet Sonic to that list; it hits the mark for
shoppers who value strong fuel economy, brisk acceleration and an accommodating cabin.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're
interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested

in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other
owners paid for the Used Chevrolet Sonic Hatchback. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Sonic lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. The Chevrolet Sonic is an all-new subcompact, available in both
sedan and four-door-hatchback configurations. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Find savings on the Sonic for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop
alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview.
Read more. Write a review See all 61 reviews. Sonic LTZ Turbo 1. Just purchased a week ago.
Car rides and handles great. Had a hard time finding the turbo model - bought it sight unseen as
it was in-transit to the dealer. Makes driving enjoyable again my previous car was a mini-van.
Getting great fuel mileage, so far, averaging about 36 with a high of 41 and that's doing about 70
on the highway. Comfortable seating and looking forwards to a cross-country trip this summer.
Read less. I grew up up on Pintos, Dusters, and other rust buckets. Plus I have rented 's of car
of all various makes and models. This is by far the biggest bang for the buck I have ever owned
or drove. I have the base model purchased at a steep discount but the car still far exceeds my
expectations. The 1. It feels quick, handles great, and is reasonably comfortable and quiet.
Picked up a new 1. The drive home was minimal hiway, mainly a mile route on state back roads
and through small villages. The car handles very nicely, and is very comfortable front seat for
over 3 hrs. I've read a number of online reviews and the pickup was as advertised with the
turbo. With a real mix of driving I averaged just over 37 mpg, and it was in cold weather. The
controls are pretty intuitive, and the simple drivers side arm rest a small but nice feature plenty
of smaller cars lack this. Plenty of storage places all around. I'm hoping to add to this review
after it is broken in. Great value, fun to drive. My primary criteria for a new car were that it be
small and four-wheel down towable behind my motor home. I narrowed my choice to the Honda
Fit and Chevrolet Sonic. It looked at and drove both cars in the top trim levels. I purchased the
Sonic because I got much more car for less money. The Sonic is fun to drive, has plenty of
power and has all the bells and whistles including Bluetooth for the phone, automatic
headlights, cruise control, etc. There is no wind noise on the freeway and the ride is extremely
smooth. After several weeks with most new cars, I usually have a list of fixit items for the dealer.
There is no list for the Sonic. I paid 18, for the car. See all 61 reviews of the Used Chevrolet
Sonic Hatchback. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3.
Sponsored cars related to the Sonic. Sign Up. According to a new report in the Wall Street
Journal, Chevrolet is getting ready to consign the little Sonic car to the past. Sales have been
beyond sluggish The Chevy Sonic Premier stands out as a sporty-looking little hatchback with
many strengths and few weaknesses. Favourite added temporarily. To add it to your profile, you
will need to sign in. New Cars. Year Submodel Base Hatchback. Suspension and Steering. Front
Anti-Roll Bar. Front Suspension. Front independent suspension. Front Tires. Power Steering.
Power rack and pinion steering. Rear Suspension. Torsion beam axle suspension. Spare Tire.
Compact spare tire. Suspension Category. Touring suspension. Tire Pressure Monitoring
System Option. Wheel Type. Front-wheel drive. Stability Control. Traction Control. Cargo
Capacity. Curb Weight. Front Headroom. Front Legroom. Fuel Tank Capacity. Maximum Cargo
Capacity. Rear Headroom. Rear Legroom. Comfort and Convenience. Air Conditionning. Air
conditioning. Roof-mounted antenna. Bluetooth Wireless Technology. Communication System.
OnStar communication system with 6 months service. Driver Vanity Mirror. Driver side vanity
mirror. Front Wipers. Variable intermittent windshield wipers. Fuel Door Operation. Remote fuel
door release. Graphic Equalizer. Speed compensated volume control and automatic equalizer.
Interior Air Filter. Air filter. Number of Speakers. Passenger Vanity Mirror. Front passenger-side
vanity mirror. Power Door Locks. Power Outlet. Power Windows. Reading Light. Front map
lights. Rear Heating. Underseat ventilation ducts. Rear View Mirror. Rear Wipers. Rear window
wiper. Remote Audio Controls. Audio control on steering wheel. Remote Keyless Entry. Single
CD. Smoking Convenience Option. Smoker's Package. Special Feature. Satellite radio with 3
month service. USB Port and auxiliary audio input jack. Special Features. Cargo tie downs.
Steering Wheel Adjustment. Tilt steering column. Trunk Light. Cargo light. Remote trunk
release. Exterior Details. Bumper Colour. Body-color bumpers. Driving Lights. Daytime running
lights. Exterior Decoration. Chrome exhaust tip. Front Fog Lights. Black grile with chrome trim.
Headlight Type. Halogen headlights. Automatic headlights. Heated Exterior Mirrors. Heated

exteriors mirrors. Power Exterior Mirrors. Power-adjustable outside mirrors. Rear Spoiler. Lip
rear spoiler. Rear Window Defroster. Sunroof Option. Tinted Glass. Light tinted windows.
Interior Details. Driver Info Center. Driver information center. Floor Console. Floor Covering.
Carpet floor covering. Floor Mats. Front and rear floor mats. Folding Rear Seats. Front Center
Armrest. Driver's armrest. Front seatback map pocket. Front bucket seats. Heated front seats.
Cloth headliner. Instrumentation Type. Digital and analog instrumentation. Low Fuel Warning.
Luxury Dashboard Trim. Metal-look interior trim. Maintenance Interval Reminder. Maintenance
reminder system. Number of Cup Holders. Front and rear cupholders. Outside Temperature
Gauge. Exterior temperature display. Seat Trim. Leatherette seats. Shifter Knob Trim. Chrome
shifter knob. Steering Wheel Trim. Leather-wrapped steering wheel with metal trim. Trip
Computer. Water Temperature Gauge. Exterior Colours. Blue Topaz Metallic. Crystal Red
Tintcoat. Inferno Orange Metallic. Silver Ice Metallic. Summit White. Victory Red. Interior
Colours. Dark Titanium. Jet Black. Anti-Lock Brakes. Anti-Theft Alarm. Theft deterrent system.
Brake Assist. Brake assist. Brake Type. Child-proof Locks. Rear-door child safety locks. Driver
Airbag. Driver-side front airbag. Front Seat Belts. Ignition Disable. Engine immobilizer. Panic
Alarm. Panic alarm. Passenger Airbag. Passenger-side front airbag. Roof Side Curtain.
Side-curtain airbags. Side Airbag. Side-impact airbags. Stolen Vehicle Recovery. Stolen vehicle
tracking. Road Tests and Reviews. Be the first to review this vehicle. Space and Access. Driving
Dynamics. General Appreciation. I want my review to be anonymous. Forgot your password?
Click here. Please login to submit your evaluation. Review Highlights. You May Also Like.
Chevrolet Sonic on its Way Out? More Articles. Leasing Financing. No Images available.
Successful Operation Favourite added temporarily. Choose 12 24 36 48 60 72 84 Give a car
company, oh, four decades, and you might be surprised just how deep that hole can get. One
could have imagined Chevy fitting its new Sonic with a winch and a hard-core four-wheel-drive
system with locking differentials and a low-range transfer case: How better to extricate itself
from the Abyss of Those That Came Before? Instead, Chevy simply focused on making its small
car a good car. The result is an unprecedented success. Even from a purely aesthetic
standpoint, the Sonic is a home run. With dinky wheels, drab sheetmetal, and a protuberant
proboscis, the Aveo was a gas-fired dork. The Sonic looks more bully, with sharp creases, an
angry slant to the headlights, an aggressive rearward cinch of the beltline, and beefy fender
flares. Front and center sits an analog tachâ€”needle hanging straight down at restâ€”flanked
by a digital cluster that reports the rest of the info you need to know. The rest of the rim is a bit
thin, but those flanges are perfectly shaped, with a natural contour and a comfortable plane to
rest the pad of your hand. Fire up the Sonic and saw at that wheel, and you immediately realize
how quick the steering is. This is among the most satisfying drivers in the segment. The
steering is sports-car quickâ€”almost too tight for relaxed cruising, with even the slightest
inputs prompting directional changes. It has an extra 1. For its part, the stiffer body structure
transmits barely a shudder over the roughest roads, and the suspension minimizes body roll
without battering occupants. The sense of solidity comes at a cost, though: The Sonic is much
heavier than most cars in its class. At pounds, it carries or so more than the average Mazda 2.
Fortunately, it hides its weight well, with an agile and responsive feel, and posts a best-in-class
0. We were likewise surprised by the hp, 1. There is very little lag, power delivery is smooth, and
it never groans in complaint like so many other econocar engines. A naturally aspirated 1. We
saw 60 mph in 8. A small engine and an upright body are not a good combo for high-speed
runs; the Sonic needs The shifter has a precise bite, although the throws are a bit long. There
are a lot of bad clutches at the low end of the market, and this is far from the worst, but it is just
as far from rewarding. When you decide to turn your Sonic into a fire-breathing track beast, this
is one of the first pieces you should upgrade. It also can be had with a six-speed automatic, a
gearbox which is likely to be offered with the turbo sometime in
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the near future. We saw 31 overall. Thanks to its hatchback body, the Sonic has decent space
all around. At 41 cubic feet, the rear accommodations are among the roomiest in the segment,
and the hatch boasts a slim 0. But the Sonic once again finds itself at the desirable end of the
spectrum with its standard and available equipment. A tilting and telescoping steering column,
power locks, and automatic headlights also are standard on all cars. More important, it opens
up the option of the 1. Do it. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top
Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and
Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Expand Collapse. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email

addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests.

